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Vocab unit 5 answers

UNIT 5: Fill the Sentence 1. 2 virulent. 3-year-old. 4. faculty 5. 6 friendly. 7e. diffident 8. Benefactors 9. decreaging 10. 11 hacked. rest 12. 13 death. 14 unfeigned. indomitable 15. trukilan 16. 17 years. 18. Altrician 19. shipping 20. Infallible Synonyms / Antonyms 1. 2 in his works. shipping 3. 4 killed. rest 5. 6. 7 Altiristic. 8 trends. trukilan 9. 10 years. 11 virulent 11. influenced 12. discrepancy 13. 14. indomitable 15. faculty 16. 17 chivalrous 17. 18. Altrician 19. diffident 20. Benefactor Select the Word Right 1. 2 2. 2 3. 1 4. 2 5. 2 6. 1 7. 2 8. 2 9. 2 10. 2 11. 2 12. 2 13. 2 14. 1 15. 1 16. 2 17. 2 18. 2 19. 1 20. 2
Vocab in Context 1. a 2. b 3. d 4. b 5. c 1 :ignominy2:fecund3:enevate4:nuances5:delineate6:akuity7:sophisticated8:penchant9:sumptuous10:idiosyncratic11:move12:figman13:fiat14:about 15 : esoteric16 : mundane17 : garner18 : reporterly19 : hallowed20 : ubiquitous21 : overweening222 : ignominy23 : sophistry24 : mundane25: penchant Thank you for your participation! 1. Precept 2. 3 autoomy. extract 4. 5 six grandchildren. axiomatic 6. fair 7. amnesty 8. 9. straitlaced 10. opposition 11. 12 descendent. 13 vapid. filks 14. 15 Scan. fractious 16. transition 17. December 18, 18. thread 19. 20 blazone. 1.
Precept 2. 3 sepulchral. future 4. opposition 5. 6 descendent. 7 amnesty. fair 8. extract 9. filks 10. 11 fragile. transit 12. 13. 14 vapid. 15 Scan. axiomatic 16. 17 greetings. 18 autonomy. 19. 20. 1 essence. 2 2. 2 3. 1 4. 2 5. 1 6. 1 7. 1 8. 2 9. 1 10. 1 11. 2 12. 1 13. 1 14. 1 15. 1 16. 2 17. 2 18. 2 19. 1 20. 1 1. c 2. d 3. a 4. d 5. a 6.
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
not only allows you to maintain an 'interactive' record of vocabulary, but it also allows your students to have a level of control over what they learn and teach them responsibility to learn. ScribeOne the student for each nominee may lesson as 'incrible' – they are responsible for registering the vocabulary on cards and putting it in the box. It is a good idea that the teacher gives signals such as when to do so, so that words that are not necessary or indirect are not recorded. Relevant vocabulary recording features, do not forget to also include any features that are relevant to this word or phrase. Things like word
stress, word classes, colocation, synonym, antonyms and other information can be written and included on the map. If these features are regularly included, it has the added benefit of demonstrating by example the best way to note down the vocabulary of your students. They're having this practice when they're crying and can copy the same method when writing their own vocabulary to the Review Remember to review the cards and words in the regular box, as it can get quite full and highly cluttered quickly. A nice way of doing this is to review with the word classes and phrases inside the box and sort
them into categories of utilities. These words are important and very helpful. These words are somewhat useful. These words are less common or not relevant to us. Opening AccessA vocabulary boxes should be an open access resource for people who are learning to use at any time they don't care. This makes it helpful for: Students who arrived early in grades of Students who arrived late and cannot join the actual Activity Break early study time (students tend to complete their activities and work quickly) Group Activities and Games Mingle Swap Give every student card in the box and instruct them to
describe what is on the cards , without showing it, to another student, having to guess what the article of vocabulary is. When they have both guessing correctly, they swap cards and go to find another player. In this way the vocabulary is circulated around the class, ready for group feedback from the teacher. History chain provides every four students in the box and challenges to make a story as a class. The teacher goes first using the pieces of vocabulary in a sentence. The next student must continue the story, incorporring the vocabulary on the cards as well. Then the second student took their turn, and
so on. This could also be done in smaller groups or as a writing task. Hot SeatSometimes called 'Back to the Table'. A student is nominated to sit in the 'hot seat' so they can't see the target language (on the board or on the vocabulary card). This is vocabulary then describe them and have to guess what it is. This can be done in a competition by dividing the class of two teams and having to both guess the same word. Positive + NegativeThis one is better to learn more capable. It is great for exploring and context teaching and context. A student (or group) takes a card in the vocabulary box and must explain
the class why the vocabulary item is a good or bad thing. The next student (or group) must then take the opposite opinion. The teacher can monitor, suggest, correct and decide which explanation they like more. Vocabulary box vocabulary, a teacher can easily create a vocabulary worksheet for a test worksheet, test spelling or search words. In addition, students can be placed in groups and lead a number of cards (e.g. 5) and told them to write these questions for the opposite group in order to test them on the meaning of the cards, shapes, word classes, use etc. E.g. 5 questions - multiple choices. Small
game Pictionary Karades Hangman 20 Questions To try our quiz to see if you have picked up our tips. Council.
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